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The Primitive Side of Archery

W

hat’s that smell? Picture
this:
You’re
walking
through the airport, thinking about everything except where
you are, when slowly your mind registers what your nose discovered
some time ago. A tantalizing smell
has been forming a picture in your
mind of something soft and warm,
oozing with gourmet cinnamon and
melted cream cheese frosting. Yes,
I’m talking about Cinnabons. They’re
great aren’t they?
Then, the instant you’ve identified the savory scent, there comes a
point of decision, you either decide
to enjoy the pleasant olfactory sensations from a distance, or, you walk
over and grab one, diving in with
both hands and losing yourself in the
ooey-gooey, best thing you’ve ever
had, Cinnabon experience.
Primitive archery is a lot like
that. We can, from a distance, appreciate the simplistic beauty of self
bows, hand crafted primitive arrows,
and the unique glimpse they offer
into the ancient history of our sport.
Or, we can take the path less traveled, following the seductive primitive archery trail, uncovering her
hidden treasures along the way until,

finally, we are satiated with satisfaction and an intimate appreciation
of the wonderfully
simple yet complex world of
primitive archery.
Warning!
Primitive archery
is highly addictive.
If you decide to try
it, be prepared for
the possibility that
you might end up
hooked for life.
Primitive
archery is a journey. In this article,
I’m offering a
small snapshot, a
Primitive archery is the natural choice for some customers.
brief
overview;
just enough for you to catch a whiff can’t imagine life without it.
of it on the wind and form a picture
Most primitive archers are pasin your mind: then comes decision sionate about their sport. Their
time.
quest for quality raw materials
To the casual observer looking becomes an endless obsession.
from the outside in, primitive They’ll scrounge turkey and goose
archery seems simple or even crude, feathers wherever they can get them,
but for those totally immersed in it, they’re constantly looking at trees to
it’s a fascinating world of discovery. see if they’re straight grained and
There’s something that stirs deep bow worthy, and they have an apprewithin you when ciation and respect for true primitive
you get your hands crafts and skills so they’re not
dirty working on opposed to paying the asking price
this kind of equip- of an exquisitely crafted primitive
ment. It may even item. They’ll be into the skills of the
feel familiar, it woodsman. They’re likely to know
always has for me. how to start a fire with a fire piston,
I can’t explain why, which mushrooms you can eat, how
perhaps it’s a con- to build a solar still, and how to find
nection to the North with nothing but the sun,
memories of our time, and a straight stick. If you run
ancestors. I can’t into them while hunting, they’ll be
speak for anyone moving slowly, nose to the wind,
else, but it has silently still hunting in leather
gripped me tightly topped LL Bean boots and “warm
since my earliest when wet” wool clothing in neutral
days and won’t let solid colors or form breaking plaids.
go. It’s ingrained Many will be wearing a neck knife
Reinforced self knocks are the way to go in primitive archery
so deeply that I and carrying a soft leather Plains
and this jig from Thunder Valley Archery makes it easy.
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The author with a turkey he harvested with an Osage
self bow he built.

Indian quiver over their shoulder.
Yes, it’s easy to spot the primitive
bowhunter. They’re self confident,
self reliant, and self sufficient, but
always willing to share what they’ve
learned with those who are sincerely
interested.
When thinking primitive archery
we automatically think first of the
bows. Most modern archers wonder
if bows made entirely from wood, or
even wood backed with sinew, can
really work for bowhunting. It’s a fair
question, and one that my friend
Mike Yancey, owner of Pine Hollow
Longbows, can readily answer. Mike
consistently harvests pronghorn
antelope with his self bows. He has
taken other big game animals as
well. Mike knows firsthand how
effective these ‘primitive’ bows and
arrows can be. Remember, what we
call primitive archery today was
once the most technologically
advanced weaponry known to man.
When discussing primitive
bows, it’s generally accepted that any
bow without carbon, fiberglass, or
other synthetic man-made backings
will qualify. We call bows made from
one piece of wood, ‘self bows’.

They’re normally made
from ‘staves’ split from trees, but
some folks build board bows from
kiln dried lumber as well. Some bow
builders add natural fibers or sinew
to the back or even glue a strip of
hickory, bamboo, or other tough
wood to the back. These are called
‘backed bows’. Taking that concept
one step further, some bowyers glue
many laminations of wood together
and we call those laminated wood
bows. It is interesting to note that by
taking advantage of the exquisite
materials offered by nature, we can
build bows of amazing cast. I
remember reading once that it wasn’t until the use of fiberglass in modern bows that we were able to finally
beat the old distance records set by
the Mongols and their composite
bows of sinew, horn and wood. Even
today it’s possible to design and
build bows with all natural materials
that will rival the performance of
many of the current fiberglass
backed bows. These bows may be
called primitive, but when good
wood is expertly tillered the resulting
bow is a marvel of engineering, lively in cast and impressive in performance. When building these kinds of

Dean Torges is a bow making guru. His
book and DVD are "best in class."

bows, they each come with their own
set of challenges but as the wood
gives up the bow within, there’s also
a transformation of the man to
bowyer. It’s a magical transformation and well worth the time and
effort.
Primitive bows deserve natural
arrows. Yes, you can shoot aluminum or carbon arrows from them,
but… “It ain’t right.” Primitive
arrows are made from many materials; river cane, bamboo, split hickory,
various young shoots, and more.
However, with good reason, the vast
majority are made from storebought wood shafts. Straightness
and consistency of spine is important to accurate shooting so it’s
much more efficient to use prematched arrow shafts for the primitive archer making his first few sets
of arrows. There are many kinds of
wood that make good arrows; Port
Orford cedar, pine, fir, ash, and hickory are a few of the more common
and readily available choices.
We’ll start at the nock end. For
me there’s no better nock on arrows
for all wood bows than the reinforced self-nock. To make them you
first slot your arrow shaft, then glue
in a thin piece of hardwood, antler,
horn, etc. Once the glue has cured,
cut a slot in the middle of the slice,
then round all your edges and clean
up the slot with an appropriate file
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make one at a time. Fortunately,
there’s a new jig on the market to
help with the process that can do up
to four arrows at a time. As a matter
of fact, the designer of the jig told me
you should be able to produce a
dozen reinforced self-nocked arrows
in less than an hour.
For feathers, most arrow
builders use commercially available
pre-cut feathers glued on with commercial adhesives like Fletch-Tite or
Ducco cement. For those who prefer
to grind their own feathers the Great
Northern feather grinding system is
hard to beat. Of course you can still
split feathers by hand and use natural hide glue and sinew for attaching
them as well.
When it comes to the points
there are two main schools of
thought. Most folks use modern
tapering tools and taper the front of
their wood arrows to accept regular
glue-on filed points and broadheads.
Later, many make the switch to hand
knapped stone heads. I’ve spoken
with many bowhunters who have
taken various big game animals with
stone heads and they claim you can’t
tell the difference between shooting
an animal with a stone head as
opposed to a metal head. Stone
points zip through as easily as metal
points and many times are as sharp
upon exiting as they were going in.
(Always check your local game laws
before attempting to hunt with stone
points as they are not legal in all
states.)
While
most
primitive
bowhunters purchase pre-knapped
flint arrowheads, many also knap
their own. Flint knapping is actually
very popular and the shops that I
know of who offer flintknapping kits
sell them quite well. They’re especially popular during the Christmas
season.
Quivers for the primitive archer
are actually quite limited. Many traditional shops offer nice leather back
quivers or over-the-shoulder Plains
Indian style quivers, but that’s about
it. For that reason we often see self
bows with strap-on or slide-on bow
quivers in the field. The choice is up
to the bowhunter and carrying extra
arrows has always been a challenge,
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Mike Yancey, of Pine Hollow Longbows
took this antelope with one of his self
bows.

especially those with razor sharp
broadheads. Sometimes compromise is a wise choice.
Perhaps by now you’re thinking
about learning more about this
primitive archery thing? Where do
you start? There are quite a few
sources for primitive supplies. We’ll
list several of them at the end of the
article. You might stop by your local
bookstore and pick up a copy of
Primitive
Archer
Magazine,
Traditional Bowhunter Magazine, or
Trad Archer’s World Magazine.
They’re all about traditional archery
and a good way to get more information before committing to something like building your own bow.
If you do decide to build a bow
check out the Traditional Bowyers
Bible series of books by Bois d’Arc
press. They’re indispensible and
belong in every bowyer’s library. The
works of Dean Torges are another
great resource. Dean is a bow build-

Handmade wool garments like this hooded pullover are perfect for the still hunting
primitive bowhunter.

Primitive archers appreciate hand crafted items like this grizzly claw necklace
strung with antique trade beads.

ing guru as well as a great communicator and instructor. His book
Hunting the Osage Bow teaches self
bow building and for those interested in building bows with bamboo
backings his DVD, Hunting the
Bamboo Backed Bow, is a must. As a
side note, some folks are intimidated
by the idea of building their own
bow, so they never try. An excellent
way to test the waters of bow building is to purchase either a roughedin bow stave or a pre-laminated and
floor tillered bow blank from one of
the primitive suppliers. There are
many, many more books and DVD’s,
too many to list so be sure to check
with the traditional suppliers mentioned at the end of the article for
more.

Kits like these are top sellers and the perfect way to introduce someone to flint
knapping.
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you. We abo-types may dig all the
sensory stimulation that working
with natural products offer, but not
everyone shares our enthusiasm.
Wait until you have a weekend, and
the house, to yourself before sinew
backing your latest bow. If you don’t,
you might find that just about the
time your hide glue has reached the
optimum temperature and consistency, your wife will enter the room,
hands on her hips, nose scrunched,
and with a dazed and confused look
on her face ask, “What’s that really

Neck knives like these have been popular with primitive archers for years and
they are starting to catch on in mainstream traditional archery.

MEET
OUR

Primitive archery is a fascinating
adventure that connects us to days
gone by. It’s deeply satisfying and for
many it’s a first step into a life of
learning primitive crafts and woods
lore. Why don’t you give it a try? Get
your hands on a stave and a draw
knife. Make a bow from a chunk of a
tree, then take a deer with it. You’ll
know then for a fact that it doesn’t
get any better than that.
As a parting shot I’ll share a well
earned tip with those of you who are
married. If you decide to sinew back
a bow, be sensitive to those around

disgusting SMELL?”
Author’s Note. Here are web sites
of the suppliers for items mentioned
in this article:
3RiversArchery.com
GFredAsbell.com
KustomKingArchery.com
LostNationArchery.com
PineHollowLongbows.com
RaptorArchery.com
ShrewBows.com
ThunderValleyArchery.com
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FAMILY
HIGH PERFORMANCE MODELS
WITH SUPERIOR OPTICS

TSN-880/770 Series

www.kowa-usa.com

GENESIS 44 Series
GENESIS 33 Series

The fire piston is an amazing tool. If
you're good you can have a fire going in
under a minute.
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